
India & Olympics 

                                               “Citius, Altius, Fortius” 

Olympics, a sporting festivity is believed to be originated out of ancient Greek games. It is an event, 

in modern era represents nationality, strength, pride & Valour. It is use to be believed that a game of 

festivity use to be celebrated around 776 B.C. near Mt. Olympus near Olympia, reason why event 

derives its name Olympics. It was later that Heracles, the ruler, in honour of Zeus , the God built a 

stadium for the purpose and game continued till 9
th

 century A.D. .He walked 200 steps in the event 

and named it as a ‘stadion’ which later became the unit of distance. In 1894, the nobleman Pierre De 

Cobertin took initiatives of reforming & renovating the game in its modern form. An organization 

International Olympic Committee was formed for the purpose. Later, a flag was adopted in 1914 

only to be officially represented in 1920 Antwerp Olympics. The flag bear a symbol of five rings each 

representing five different colours, viz. Blue for Europe, Red for Americas, Yellow for Asia, Black for 

Africa and Green for Oceania. The custom of torch bearing was later adopted and furthered by the 

convention of taking & lighting it in different countries. Olympics represents the motto of Latin 

words “Citius, Altius, Fortius” which means Swifter, Higher, Stronger. Olympics in its modern form 

held every fourth year is conducted in four forms viz. Summer Olympics, Winter Olympics, 

Paralympics & Youth Olympics. Summer Olympics, the traditional game conducts all types of indoor 

& outdoor activities with few exceptions. Winter Olympics was brainstormed for ice & related turfs 

sports. Paralympics or Parallel Olympics was decided to be held for disabled. Youth Olympics 

provided platform for youngsters, who out of age barrier could not participate in such sporting 

events. First modern form of Olympics was held in 1896 immediately after formation of IOC at 

Athens, Greece. The entire event of Olympics is governed by IOC (International Olympic Committee) 

which comprises of three main bodies, viz. International Federations, National Olympic Committee 

and Organizing Committee for Olympics. 

India made its presence first presence in 1928 Olympics at Amsterdam (Netherlands) with six team 

members- two athletes and four wrestlers. It was in 1920 that an Anglo Indian Norman Pritchard 

won two medals respectively for 200 metres race and 200 metres hurdle race representing India. 

India almost dominated hockey sports at Olympics for more than two decades with continuous finish 

at top podium with gold medal from 1928 to 1956 and later to add two more in 1964 & 1980. India 

has been a sporting nation is evident with existence of sports like Malkhamb, Kushti & Shatranj 

representing respectively gymnastics, wrestling & chess in its modern form. But India’s tryst with 

destiny to attain independence left her behind on international forum. Post-independence, India 

represented herself at various Olympic events with likes of Milkha Singh finishing fourth in 400 

metres race at 1960 Olympic, PT Usha missing bronze medal by a whisker in 1984 Olympic. K D 

Jadhav became the first to win a medal in individual event in wrestling at Helsinki Olympic. Later, in 

1996 Leander Paes brought glory to become first Indian to win a medal in net sports. Abhinav Bindra 

became first Indian to win an individual gold in shooting event. Though India won several medals 

earlier but above memoirs occupy an important place for they brought it for an individual effort 

rather team effort. India’s recent list of medal winners include the heroics of Karnam Malleswari 

(first women medal in wrestling), Sushil Kumar (wrestling), Vijay Kumar (shooting), Rajya Vardhan 

Singh Rathore (shooting), Vijender Singh (Boxing), Mary Kom (boxing) among others. 



India is a billion aspirations where cricket is considered next to God, love for sports comes naturally 

and passion comes inherited. However, comparing the population size, GDP and economic stature 

with other nations India’s participation to medal conversion ratio is quite low. India finished at 55
th

 

position in 2012 at London Olympic much below its BRICS counterparts. Even several developing 

countries comparable to micro nations fared much better than India. This is attributed to several 

reasons. India does not invest enough in specialised equipment or training in various sports. Lack of 

concern is what sums up the plight of various sports which are sometimes tagged as “miscellaneous 

sports”. It owes to lack of interest by individuals where thousands throng to stadium for an event 

like hockey or football but hardly show up in events like swimming or archery. Youths specially get 

allured to fast money & glamour associated with sports like cricket, hockey or football. Even 

individuals who are financially competent associate themselves with foreign clubs or teams. Apart 

from this encouragement at youth level misses owing to lack of competent coaches and guidance. 

Though events like swimming, track & field, football, chess, badminton etc. are inherent part of our 

school curricular activities, taking them to higher level becomes a tough nut to crack. Podium 

finishes are done where excellence at par is outcompeted by a previous excellence that requires 

error free deliverance of one’s participation. This is only possible by intense training, specialisation & 

keeping oneself updated with recent introductions in sports. Missing of podium by PT Usha is a 

classic example wherein lack of specialisation and gears dented a medal hope. However that was 

way back in 20
th

 century. In 21
st

 century, we have advanced with various introductions like 

monitoring applications, training gears and equipment; their applicability at various scenarios misses 

leading to non-conversion. Swimming and track & field are examples of such a shortcoming.  Apart 

from this doping is a recent concern owing to its varied form. Even a knowledgeable athlete ends up 

consuming a prohibited consumable. Apart from this ‘acclimatisation’ is a major concern that has 

gone unnoticed , wherein athletes that range mainly from villages & mid towns (mostly in their 

comfort zone) do not find themselves comfortable in new environment like food, culture, location 

etc.. This results in fading out of stamina, strength, confidence and performance either due to 

shyness or lack of nurture. This could be well understood form the cricketing game wherein we use 

to fare bad outside home pitches being bouncy due to which even the mightiest batting line-ups use 

to collapse like playing cards. Lack of individual practice and encouragement at grassroots level is 

also an important reason for non-conversion... This could be understood from wrestling game 

wherein the new crop of wrestlers strengthened themselves with intense practice at local, zonal & 

state level competitions and even boosted interest and participation by invigorating youngsters in 

form of Kushti tournaments. This resulted as a reserve bench of international wrestlers. Similar 

practices need to be replicated in other sporting events so as to derive best outcomes. Indian 

batsmen used to face trouble with seam & bouncy wickets due to which they participated in County 

cricket and practised with automated bowling machines to acclimatise with conditions outside. 

Similar idea need to be applied wherein technicalities of game need to be understood & worked 

upon in similar fashion. For example, archery is a game where air movement and natural 

environment affects results at micro level. This can be worked upon in artificial environment 

acclimatised with tougher levels. However, outcome or revenue is where the final applicability 

hinders. One would earn millions by investing in automated machines for cricket but similar 

investment shall only yield a medal for an event like archery. 

Recent few years have seen applicability of novel practices of other sports into newer sports that 

have benefitted as good results. The success and outcome in terms of performance by County 



cricket, T-20 was successfully replicated with likes of HIL( Hockey India League ), HISL( Hero India 

Sports League for football), IPTL( Indian Premier tennis League) among others. This not only brought 

sponsors but also helped garner interest among viewers, understand technicalities, creation of new 

bunch of bench strength apart from much talked about  practice. However much needs to be done 

for sports like rowing, ice hockey, polo, swimming, volleyball etc. that come to our notice only during 

premiere events like Olympics or Commonwealth Games.  

Local sports politics has sometimes erupted & occupied our dailies which are injurious to our 

sporting health. Politics & sports are two incompatible entities and even rivals unite when it comes 

to national pride. Rio 2016 is few months back scheduled at a colourful country Brazil. Sports will be 

at its best, similarly sportsmanship. We hope to glorify our legendary hockey domination, put a 

brave footballing team, fight all odds to bring much more laurels than we ever brought. With all 

sorts of hope, ambitions & aspirations we hope a lively & enthusiastic Rio2016 for the good of sports 

so that the enthusiasm of ‘Faster, Higher & Stronger’ remains intact with sporting excellence. 

Jai Hind. 

 

 


